Abstract. Extensions of a positive linear operator on a vector lattice satisfying a certain approximation condition are considered. When the operator is a vectorlattice homomorphism, these extensions are also vector-lattice homomorphisms.
Proof. Denote by M the class of all pairs (TV, P), where TV is a vector subspace of X with M c N and F: TV -> Y is a positive linear operator such that P\M = T and inf{Fe(|u -z|): z G M) = 0 for each » G TV. Here Pe denotes the "outer" operator generated by P, i.e., Pe(x) = yoí{P(v): x < v G TV} for x G X. We define an ordering « in M by putting (TV,, Px) «: (TV2, P^ whenever TV, c TV2 and F2|TV, = Px.
Step I. If (TV, F) G M and x0 G X, then there exists a positive linear operator F0 on the linear subspace TV0 generated by N u {x0} such that (TV0, P")£M and (TV, P) « (TV0, F0). Indeed, put PQ(v + tx0) = P(v) + tPe(x0) for v G TV and t G R. Clearly, F0 is linear and F0|TV = F. In order to show that P0 is positive assume v + tx0> 0. If t > 0, we have x0 > -v/t which yields Pe(x0) > -P(v)/t. Hence P0(v + txQ) > 0. Analogously, the same holds if t < 0. By the sublinearity of P^, the set of all x G X with the property inf{P0ir(|.x -v\): uG7V}=0isa linear subspace of X. As, by definition, inf{F0(u -Xq): x0 < v G TV} =0, this subspace contains TV0. Moreover, we have P^x -z\) < P^Qx -v\) + P^v -z\) < PoeQx -«I) + PA\V -A)-It follows that (TV0, P0) G M.
Step II. According to the Kuratowski-Zorn lemma, there exists a maximal element (TV, S) of M with respect to « . By Step I, we have TV = X which proves the theorem.
As proved in [1] , the approximation condition appearing above characterizes the extreme extensions of a positive linear operator. In this connection let us note the following simple consequence of the theorem. Finally, let us observe that both the theorem and its corollary fail for latticeordered abelian groups.
Example. Let X and Y be the integers with the usual addition and ordering and choose M to be the even integers. Then T: M -» Y defined by T(2n) = n is an additive lattice homomorphism which has no additive extension to the whole of X.
Added in Proof. 2. Both the theorem and its corollary can be generalized to the case where X is a directed ordered vector space and M is a directed vector subspace of X. In this setting "S(\x -z|)" is replaced by "Sm(x -z)", where Sm(x) = inf{S(i>): ±x <v G X) (see Z. Lipecki, Extensions of positive operators and extreme points. Ill, Colloq. Math, (to appear)). The proof presented here can also be easily adapted to this general case.
